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What is an Encounter?

Visit 

3

Procedures 
(CPT) 

99201
10 min 
Outpatient Visit 

80050
General Health 
Panel Lab

97542
Wheelchair

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An encounter is when a patient visits their doctor. You can literally think of it as a physician-patient encounter. Some health plans track the appointment or office visit as an encounter. Health Net goes a step further and tracks the procedures or service lines as the encounter. This means that the office visit would count as one encounter for some plans whereas, in this case, the 10 min visit, the panel lab, and the wheelchair would count as three encounters for Health Net.  
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How is an Encounter different than a claim?

Encounter = Capitated

Rate
$$$ 

per member

Claim = Fee-for-Service 

Fee
$$$ 

per service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An encounter is different from a claim based on the mode of payment. An encounter is also known as a capitated claim, in which the doctor has already been paid a set amount (e.g. rate) by Health Net for each patient. A claim is fee-for-service, in which the doctor is seeking payment from Health Net for the service(s) provided to the member. Encounters are defined by the contract that Health Net has with your groups, regardless of how your groups contract with your individual physicians. What encounters and claims have in common is that they both need to be documented and billed so that we as a plan can ensure that our members are getting the right care. 
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Why are Encounters important? 

Track Health 
Services Given 
to Our Members 

Regulatory 
Reporting

Requirement

HEDIS & STARS 
Performance 

Rating

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health Net uses Encounter data to track whether our members are getting the necessary healthcare service to keep them healthy! The State (Department of Health Care Services) or Federal Government (Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services) require encounter data to determine HEDIS or STARS rating, which measures Health Net’s performance as a plan or payer. Missing encounters or the absence of them suggests that our members are not getting the appropriate level of care and are at risk of getting sick. That's why it's important to capture the encounter by documenting/billing/charting all the visits AND procedures.Health Net uses encounter for reporting to regulatory agencies such as DHCS (Department of Health Care Services), CMS (Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services) or reporting such as HEDIS (HealthCare Effectiveness Data Information Set) or STARS (CMS 5 star rating system to measure quality of care amongst  Health Plans.) 
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What are the different types of Encounters?

Professional

6

Encounter Type CPT Codes Examples
Evaluation 

& Management
99201–99499 99201 – Outpatient Visit for 

New Patients (10 mins) 

Laboratory 
& Pathology

80000–89999 80050 – General Health Panel 
(Metabolic Panel and Blood 
Count)

Radiology 70000–79999 77053 – Mammography

Other All other codes 97542 – Wheelchair 

Institutional 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health care can be delivered to our patients in a number of settings. Services that take place in hospitals, nursing facilities, inpatient and other facility providers are called Institutional Encounters. Whereas, health services that that are given by physicians and suppliers, which is the most common type, are called Professional Encounters. For this webinar, we’re going to focus on professional encounters. Professional encounters can be grouped into 1 of 4 types. The first, and most common, is Evaluation & Management. These services are typically consultations that fall within the 99201 to 99499 CPT code range. The second professional encounter type is Lab and Pathology. These services can include blood work and fall within the 80000 to 89999 CPT code range. The third professional encounter type is Radiology. These services can include things like Mammography’s for breast cancer screening and fall within the 70000 to 79999 CPT code range. Lastly, the fourth professional encounter type is Other. And this is exactly what you might think. These are all services that do not fall within the other three professional encounter types and usually include things like Durable Medical Equipment, such as Wheelchairs, or even injection or non-orally administered drugs such as shots. It is important to know these four types of professional encounters since we at Health Net track them in this way. 
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Knowledge Review

What is an encounter? Select the best answer
• Outpatient Visit

• Service Line

• Procedure

• Patient-Physician Visit

• All of the above
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How are professional encounters sent to Health Net?

PCP

CMS-
1500 
Form

PPG/MSO

5010 
X12-
837P

Clearinghouse

5010 
X12-
837P

Health Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember that the physician-patient encounter starts with the scheduled appointment and therefore begins on the date of service. After a patient is seen, the PCP should document the visit, diagnosis, and subsequent procedures on a CMS-1500 form, either themselves or through the use of a biller or coder, which is then typically sent to the PPG or MSO. It is up to you (submitter) to convert the CMS-1500 form to a 5010 X12-837P format, which is the only electronic file format accepted for the submission of capitated claims or encounter data by Health Net. See appendix – for a detailed view of this format. The 5010 X12-837 file is then sent to TransUnion (TU), which is Health Net’s approved Clearinghouse (Data Vendor).  TU then sends Health Net the validated 5010 X12-837 encounter file, where we then collect the encounter and send to either DHCS or CMS for reporting purposes. TU receives and validates encounter data before submitting to Health Net.  If the data record/file passes SNIP 5 level validation and additional TU editing (Health Net edits implemented at TU) the data is sent to Health Net for processing. It contains all SNIP (Strategic National Implementation Process) fields required by the regulatory agencies that can be validated for accuracy and it is used across the board by all Health Plans.Data received from TU passes through HN’s internal edits (i.e. Member eligibility, duplicate, void, adjustment and replacement logic, Medicare allowed amount & patient responsibility).  Data rejected by HN, submitted from TU, is sent back to TU for population into their correction portal called ClearIQ.Health Net and Transunion rejected encounter data is stored in TU’s ClearIQ encounter correction portal.  All Transunion submitters/providers have access to the portal to correct their data.  Once corrected, TU sends the corrected data to Health Net within 24 hours. 
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How can you tell if all the necessary data fields 
are being sent in the encounter data file?

10

WEDI SNIP Level Validation :
Health Net Validates up to SNIP Partial Level 5

1. EDI Syntax Integrity** Header, segment, loop and file structure 
information is present

2. HIPAA Implementation Guide Requirement** Qualifiers or 
segments required by HIPAA 

3. HIPAA Balance Example is that line amount must add up to billed 
amount

4. HIPAA Inter-Segment Situation If A occurs B must occur, example 
if address present, zip must be included

5. HIPAA External Code Set Validates diagnosis and procedure codes

Front-end EFT File Level Edits
EDI Team  SNIP Level II
Plan Specific Edits e.g. submitter ID, Member eligibility, duplicate, void, 
adjustment and replacement logic, Medicare allowed amount & patient 
responsibility.

*Hard Edits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you submit an encounter file to TransUnion, the file goes through what’s called a Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange Strategic National Implementation or WEDI SNIP process to determine if all required data elements are present in the right location and meet specific field definitions. Although there are 7 levels of validation edits, Health Net only validates up to level 5. These 5 include:EDI Standard Integrity - Header, segment, loop and file structure information is presentHIPAA Implementation Guide Requirement - Set of qualifiers or segments required by HIPAA must be presentHIPAA Balance - Certain segments should balance, example line amount must add up to billed amountHIPAA Inter-Segment Situation - If A occurs B must occur, example if address present, zip must be includedHIPAA External Code Set - Validating that diagnosis and procedure codes are validOnly the first two levels are hard edits, meaning that if your encounter doesn’t pass these edits then then whole encounter file will be rejected. SNIP level validation is required to meet regulatory agencies requirement for complete and accurate data and is used across the board by all Health Plans.Once it passes all 5 levels of validation in TU, your encounter file will then be sent to Health Net where it goes through a Front-end EFT (Electronic File Transfer) process checks for file level edits, such as whether the file name format is acceptable. Then it goes through HN’s EDI team for an additional SNIP level II edits. Once it passes these edits, HN’s EDI team will make your encounter file into a generic format where it goes through ENC submissions for batch processing (e.g. checks submitter ID, member eligibility, duplicate, void, adjustment and replacement logic, allowed amount, patient responsibility, etc…).    Encounters that make it before 1pm cut-off gets sent to HN that same night. 
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What are common errors for rejecting an 
encounter and how do I correct an encounter 
that was rejected based on edits? 

11

See Appendix C-D for 
screenshot of TU’s 
Claims Dashboard 
that lists rejections

Error Code Error Description Correction Guidance
1459 HEALTH CARE DIAGNOSIS CODE(S) (XXXXX) IS INVALID. 

MUST BE A VALID DIAGNOSIS CODE FOR THE DATE ON 
WHICH THE SERVICE WAS PERFORMED

Provide the valid diagnosis and procedure 
code for the date of service, which can be 
obtained from CPT book or coding software3529 PROCEDURE CODE (XXXX) IS INVALID. MUST BE A VALID 

PROCEDURE CODE FOR THE DATE OF SERVICE

PDMB/001 (R) MEMBER NOT FOUND Ensure member name is spelled correctly and 
exactly as displayed in the eligibility sent by HN

Note: If submitter does not utilize the portal as a means of correction, than submitter should
correct and/or modify encounter data in the provider’s internal system and resubmit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encounter data that is rejected by failing to pass any of the edits is stored in TU’s correction portal called ClearIQ. You as a submitter, must sign into TU’s ClearIQ platform to correct rejected encounters. All Transunion submitters/providers have access to the portal to correct their data.  Once corrected, TU sends the corrected data to Health Net within 24 hours. Note that if you don’t have Transunion than you should correct rejected encounters your provider’s internal system. Data that is not sent by providers or remains in a rejected status can contain valuable diagnosis and procedure codes.  This can greatly impact Health Net’s and the provider groups reporting and encounter performance.Three of the most common errors include: invalid diagnosis codeinvalid procedure codes, or member not foundFor invalid diagnosis and procedure codes, it is important that you correct these errors by replacing the invalid codes with the proper codes that can be found in your Code book or coding software. For encounters that are rejected because the member is not found, please correct the encounters by spelling the member name exactly (first name and Member ID) as it is displayed in HN’s eligibility file. 
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What is Health Net’s duplicate logic?

Professional Encounter Duplicate Logic
1. Member
2. Provider (Billing provider or Rendering provider)
3. Date of service
4. Procedure code
5. Modifier 1-4
6. Frequency code
7. Check / Processed date

Error Code Error Description Correction Guidance
PLDU/006 (R) INTERNAL DUP FIRST RECORD Submit the procedure on a separate encounter 

OR submit the encounter with a modifier: 59, 
76, or 77*

PLDU/007 (R) INTERNAL DUP SUBSEQUENT RECORD

PLDU/008 (R) INTERNAL DUP LAST RECORD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encounters can also be rejected if it is a duplicate, which means that these 7 fields are the same: member name, either the billing or rendering provider name, the DOS, procedure code, modifiers 1, 2, 3, and 4, frequency code, and check or processed date. Some duplicates cannot be corrected and do not count against you. However, there are three professional duplicate errors that can be corrected. These include professional duplicates of the first record, subsequent record, or last record. In order to correct these duplicates, you must submit the procedure code as a separate claim or encounter OR submit the encounter with a 59, 76, or 77 modifier indicating that a second service was performed. Note that the entire encounter will be rejected even if one service line is rejected.  59 Modifier = Distinct procedural service identifies procedure/services not normally reported together, but appropriately billable under the circumstances.��76 modifier = Represents a repeat procedure by the same physician and indicates when it is necessary to report a procedure repeated subsequent to the original procedure.��77 Modifier = the procedure code is listed once, and then listed again with Modifier 77 added (two line items). The number of times that the procedure was repeated is reported on separate lines.
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Can I modify encounters that have been accepted?

Diagnosis Codes
(Up to 12!)

Procedure Codes!
(Up to 50!)

2 Step Process

1. Frequency code 7 (replacement) must be sent in the CLM 
segment

2. Ensure processing date in the DTP*573 segment is greater than 
the original DTP*573 date

Note: If ClearIQ is not used then submitter needs to make these changes on 
their internal 837 file to be submitted to TU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to modify accepted encounters with either additional diagnosis codes or procedure codes you must do two things: change the frequency code to 7 (replacement) in the CLM segment AND ensure that the processed date in the DTP*573 segment is greater than the original date that the encounter was processed and accepted. When adding Diagnosis codes to an encounter that has already been accepted into Kbase and the same encounter record is sent with additional diagnosis codes, the new diagnosis codes are added and the encounter is rejected as a duplicate. You can add up to 12 diagnosis codes on a professional encounter! (Do groups need to add frequency code 7 if only diagnosis codes are added?) (Do groups modify accepted encounters in ClearIQ? Or do they resubmit using their own internal system? )When adding procedure codes, if additional procedure codes need to be added to a previously accepted encounter, the new encounter will be linked to the original and the original record procedure codes will be omitted.  OR you can send in a new claim record with additional procedure code. You can add up to 50 procedure codes on a professional encounter!The original encounter will be replaced completely with the new encounter. NOTE! If the same procedure is sent twice in the same encounter record or file without a unique modifier the procedure codes will reject against each other.  The entire claim will be rejected as a duplicate, no procedure codes will be accepted.If you send a replacement then everything must be re-submitted that pertains to that original claim. The original claim in HN’s system is placed in void status and all data pertaining to that claim is no longer valid and will not be used for RAF, STARs, or HEDIS. 
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Knowledge Review

What are the three most common encounter errors? Select all that apply 
• Invalid diagnosis code

• Member not found

• Paid amount blank

• Invalid procedure code

• Member not eligible for beginning service date
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What are Key Performance Indicators for Encounters?

Rejection Rate
Definition: percentage of total encounters that are denied
Performance Standard: < 5%

Volume
Definition: the number of service lines (CPT codes) rendered 
as Per Member Per Month (PMPM)
Performance Standard: ≥ 75th peer percentile

Timeliness
Definition: the number of days starting from the DOS to when 
the encounter was received by Health Net
Performance Standard: 75% within 75 days

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health Net has a defined set of “Key Performance Indicators” that track encounter performance. The three KPI’s are reject rate, volume, and timeliness. Rejection rate is defined as the proportion of encounters that were denied.A “denied encounter” contains one or more fields with errors and is considered invalid (QMED Definition). As a result, the counter is not accepted at the time of file submission. Health Net’s performance standard for rejects is less than 5%. This means that groups are expected to have a reject rate of less than 5%. Volume is defined as the number of service lines or procedures rendered per patient per month. Health Net’s performance standard for volume is for groups to be above the 75th peer percentile based on PMPY or show year-to-year incremental improvement.Timeliness is defined as the number or days that elapsed from the date of service to when the encounter was received by Health Net. Our performance standard for timeliness is to have at least 75% of encounters submitted within 75 days. These performance standards are the same across all lines of business. 



Daily Encounter Batch Reports
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KPI: Volume and Rejects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of our reports is the Daily Encounter Batch Report that displays the volume or counts of documents or visits and line or procedures that HN “received” by submitter ID from TU. This report includes both professional and institutional encounters for all LOBs. This is a historical report so the counts in the pre-edit column will always be the same as the counts in the abs-edit column. The amount shows how much the collective services cost. The MCAL split column has been discontinued so it will always show zero. The best way to use this report is for you (submitter) to compare the counts in either the pre or abs edit column with what you submitted to TU. The difference in numbers indicates the encounters that had did not pass the validation edits. Check TU’s ClearIQ for those encounters and correct them. 



Medicare and Commercial Professional 
Encounter Performance Status
KPI: Volume



Medi-Cal Professional Encounter Performance Status
KPI: Volume

(Total accepted encounters ÷ total membership) × 12 (months) = PMPY



Medi-Cal Professional Encounter Performance Status
KPI: Timeliness

(Total encounters received within 75 days of date of service) ÷
(Total received encounters) = (% of encounters received within 75 days of date of service)
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Knowledge Review

What are Health Net’s KPIs for encounter performance? Select all that apply 
• Completeness

• Rejection Rate

• Volume

• Accuracy

• Timeliness
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How can I get the Encounter reports?

Report Run Frequency Published When
Daily Encounter Batch Report Upon submission Upon submission
Volume Report Monthly Mid-Month
Timeliness Report Monthly Mid-Month

Automatically Emailed Joint Operations Meeting (JOM)

*Email to ENC_group@healthnet.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of our performance reports are sent by e-mail. The Daily Encounter Batch Report is sent after every submission. The volume reports and timeliness reports are sent in the middle of the month on a monthly basis. If you do not currently receive these reports, please send an email to ENC_group@healthnet.com and a representative will be more than happy to add you to the distribution list for your selected PPG. Encounter reps, will contact you if deficiencies exist and action needs to be taken. In addition, meetings are conducted with provider groups on a quarterly or monthly basis to review performance. Encounter performance reviews can be conducted by request as needed or through joint operation meetings (JOMs). Contact your clinical program manager or regional medical director if you don’t have a JOM set-up and would like encounters to be presented. 

mailto:ENC_group@healthnet.com
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What are Encounter best practices?

General
• Develop your own reporting capabilities that monitor volume and timeliness 

at the individual practitioner level
• Incentivize office staff to submit encounters based on Health Net’s 

performance standards

Volume
• Review Daily Encounter Batch reports to ensure data submitted through 

Transunion has reached Health Net
• Review monthly accepted data reports to identify deficiencies 

Timeliness
• Submit encounters to TU/HN on a weekly basis 

Rejections
• Develop a standard process whereby rejected encounters are corrected w/in 

30-60 days in TU’s ClearIQ portal
• Prioritize the common reasons for encounter rejections by group and train 

providers on the appropriate submission process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to ensure that our members are well cared for it is important to meet all our performance standards that also fulfill our regulatory requirements. In doing so, we recommend the following best practices.First and foremost, make sure you consistently review all of our encounter reports to monitor your performance.Use these performance reports to proactively identify any discrepancies and work with your groups to reconcile encounter data. We also have a few specific best practices for each KPI. For volume, we recommend reviewing the daily encounter batch report (raw received volume) to ensure data submitted through TransUnion has reached Health Net. Develop your own reporting capabilities that monitor volume at the individual practitioner level, and incentivize office staff to submit encounters based on our standards. For timeliness, submit batched encounters to TU or Health Net on a weekly basis. For rejections, we recommend developing a standard process whereby rejected encounters are corrected within 30-60 days and to prioritize the common reasons for encounter rejects by group and train providers and their staff on the appropriate submission process. If you follow these best practices, we are confident you will be able to perform well! 



Thank you!
If you have any questions or require any encounter assistance, 

please contact enc_group@healthnet.com, we are always 

happy to assist. 

Go Team! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We understand that issues come up. When they do, do not hesitate to contact your assigned encounter representative for assistance. We are happy to help! Thank you for your time. We will not open it up for questions and answers. 

mailto:enc_group@healthnet.com


TransUnion Account Managers
Jaclyn Huertas  

Email: Jaclyn.Huertas@transunion.com
Phone: (310) 337-8514

Ariana Huezo
Email: Ariana.Huezo@transunion.com
Phone: (310) 337-8515

Brandon Hall
Email: Brandon.Hall@transunion.com
Phone: (310) 337-8525

TransUnion General Inquiry
Email: PDL_DDDCSR@transunion.com
Phone: (310) 337-8530

mailto:Jaclyn.Huertas@transunion.com
mailto:Ariana.Huezo@transunion.com
mailto:Brandon.Hall@transunion.com
mailto:PDL_DDDCSR@transunion.com
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Questions and Answers



Appendix

28



Appendix A: What does an encounter look 
like in a file?

29

An 837 professional or institutional encounter consists of the data fields contained 
in a HCFA 1500 or UB-94 837.

Example of a professional file with segment/field descriptions:

NM1*IL*1*WAYNE*BRUCE****MI*R01234567~
N3*1234 E AVENUE ~
N4*HOLLYWOOD*CA*90210~
DMG*D8*20200231*F~
NM1*PR*2*HEALTH NET*****PI*987654321~
CLM*6HRY62W-1234567891011*100***49>B>1*Y*A*Y*Y~
REF*D9*2669453014~
HI*ABK>A749~
NM1*82*1*KIRK*T*JAMES***XX*9876543210~
PRV*PE*PXC*515000000X~ 
NM1*77*2*SOUTH PAW HEALTH CENTER~
N3*564431 40TH ST E~
N4*HEALTHYTOWN*CA*05150~
LX*1~
SV1*HC>Q0144*0*UN*2***1~
DTP*472*D8*20180404~

MEMBER NAME AND ID
MEMBER ADDRESS

EMBER DATE OF BIRTH
DATA RECEIVER

CLAIM#, BILLED AMT, FREQ CODE
CLEARINGHOUSE TRACKING NUMBER

DIAGNOSIS CODE
RENDERING /ATTENDING PHYS

TAXONOMY CODE (Rendering Provider specialty)                                              
SERVICING FACILITY

SERVICING FACILITY ADDRESS

LINE 1 OF CLAI
PROCEDURE CODE, BILLED ON PROCEDURE, UNITS

DATE OF SERVICE
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Appendix B: In what instance is encounter data accepted via 
an ASM format and who is responsible for receiving this data?

For encounter reporting purposes the required method to submit encounters is via 
the X12-837 electronic encounter file.  Some of the instances in which an ASM 
format is accepted are as follows:

• If the group is changing systems and unable to create a file for a period of time.

• If the group is having problems populating a segment in a file and the time to fix 
the issue will be substantial.

• If data is rejecting in large volumes and the issue is being looked into but not 
able to be fixed in an accepted timely manner.

• The ASM data is received by the HEDIS or RAF department for inclusion into 
their perspective reporting.

30
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Appendix C: TransUnion’s Claims Dashboard

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TU has a feature called “Auto Archive”. Once turned on, should an encounter that is in error, be resubmitted with the same CLM01 value, the system will automatically archive/hide the initial rejection. This alleviates any manual intervention on behalf of the submitter. 
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Appendix D: TransUnion’s Correction

32

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When correcting a rejection, ALL Transunion errors will be highlighted with a light pink hue so that you can easily identify Where the correction needs to occurWhat is needed to correct the error We also have simplified messaging that will also provider users with a rejection message, including the X12 loop/segment that is problematic.  In addition, we have a how to fix library that will provide step by step instruction.
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Appendix E: How many diagnosis codes can be 
captured on 837?

Diagnosis - the 837 professional claim record can contain up to 12 codes. The 837 
institutional claim records can contain up to 27 codes.  This can potentially be a 
significant loss of volume of diagnosis codes per claim record if the encounter record is 
not received and accepted by Health Net. 
In order to work around the 837 file limitation on the number of diagnosis codes that 
can be sent in one claim record, the same claim can be sent again with additional 
diagnoses codes. Health Net will reject the encounter as duplicate but accept the 
additional diagnoses and add them to the original claim record.
Kbase is capable of storing up to 80 diagnosis codes per encounter.

Procedures - the 837 service line procedure code volume limit that can be submitted 
per claim record is 50 for professional and 999 for institutional. 
NOTE! If the record contains more procedure codes than the 837 allows, additional 
codes will need to be added to a new claim record, do not include previously submitted 
and accepted procedure codes in the new claim record.



Appendix F: Internal HN Rejection Report 

34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each time an encounter file is processed at Health Net an internal report is generated. If the rejection volume exceeds 2% for any group the name and volume is highlighted and the report is reviewed by the Encounter Business Analyst on a daily basis. 
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